
Raising the correct Service Request for the 
Systems Integration Team

ESR - A Workforce Service delivered by the NHSBSA

  Accessing the ESR Service Desk

To access the ESR Service Desk, please visit: https://servicedesk.esr.nhs.uk

Do you or a Team member have an ESR Service Desk account? 

Do you need one?

Certain ESR users within Payroll, HR and Workforce Teams have Service Desk accounts. 
An existing account holder can raise an SR to request a new account is set up.

Once you are logged in to the Service Desk, you will see the following options:

You can type in 
key words for 
your request 
and search for 
the correct SR 
template  
using this 
search bar?

DID YOU 
KNOW?

?
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  Requesting a Service

This offering should be used if your request is asking for something to be activated or changed. This is 
sometimes referred to as a Work Order.

Below are some examples of the types of requests that this SR is typically used for:

Depending on the SR offering, there will be a short list of mandatory questions designed to establish 
what the Work Order is for, timelines and data controller responsibility confirmation.

Fulfilment times associated documents and templates are provided in the top right of the SR category 
box.

Mass Updates

Mass update of information into ESR  
for more than 100 items

(Path: Request a new Service / AC / 
Mass Updates)

Interface Requests

Activation, or a change of, an ESR  
Interface to another system.

(Path: Request a new Service / AC /  
ESR Interfaces)

  Reporting an Issue

This category should be used if there is an issue with the files or data from an existing interface, data 
load or mass update. This is sometimes referred to as an Incident.

1. Select ‘Report an Issue’, followed by the relevant subject area. For example, an issue with an 
       existing interface would follow the path “Report an Issue > AC > Interfaces”. 

2. Choosing a priority - it is important that the correct priority is allocated against each SR 
       raised.

Priority 1, 2 & 3 are reserved for ESR payroll related issues and require the SR  
contact to be available to take an immediate phone call.

If the issue is not payroll related, please use a Priority 4 or 5 SR.

3. Please ensure that you answer the mandatory questions and provide examples within the   
 fields provided or attach a screen print, if possible/applicable.
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  How to Request an Update

To request an update to your Service Request, please add a comment to your Service Request under 
the type of “UPDATE”, if responding directly on the Service Desk, or simply reply to the most recent 
email notification.

  How to Escalate a Service Request

To escalate a Service Request, please add a comment to your Service Request under the type of  
“ESCALATE” using the Service Desk directly.
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  Handy Hints

All the documents associated with the offering type you are using (in this example, ‘Other System 
Interfaces’), are available in the ‘Offering Documents’ section.

The fulfilment time indicates how long a request may take to action.
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You can include additional email addresses when raising an SR. This 
means that communications around the SR will be sent to those email 
addresses, as well as to the original requestor. Simply type the email 
addresses into the “E-mail” box when raising the SR.

If the entered ‘Required By Date’ is less than the fulfilment time, a  
reminder will appear, reiterating the fulfilment time.

DID YOU 
KNOW?

?

Please ensure all questions and fields on the form are completed with accurate information to assist 
with the progression of the request.
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